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Ho tere chumme mein chavanprash hai hellip; Tere chumme mein chavanprash hai hai hai hellip; Haan! custom mehfil mein Muscle waala majnu Kolhapuri swasnagar Naam kya hai jugnu hero jaisi chaal Badan pe hai baal Haaye Allah, haaye Allah! Dole shole dekho dekho Haaye Allah, haaye Allah! Aankhein vaakhein seko Ho la la, ho la la hellip; Ho la la dingga la la Ho la la, ho la la hellip; Ho la la dingga la dingga la la dingga la haaye haaye haaye haaye hellip; Teer naino se ndash; Sattak, what are you
doing here? Jab chalaati hai ndash; Khattak! Calorie tan ki tu jalaati hai OMG, teer naino se jab chalati hai Calorie tan which tu jalaati hai Teri zulfon tale saans bharne mein hi Meditation ka ehsaas hai hellip; Tu hi trainer hai tu hi moves Ho tu hi trainer hai tu hi moves Chalti phirti tu Yoga class hai Chalti phirti tu Yoga class hai hellip; Tere chumme mein chavanprash hai Ho tere chumme mein chavanprash hai hellip; Tere chumme mein chavanprash hai Tere chumme mein chavanprash hai hellip; Ho tere
chumme mein chavanprash hai hellip; Tere chumme mein chavanprash hai hai hai hellip; Haan! Image Source: TWITTER 'Bhavesh Joshi Superhero' Chavanprash song out! Arjun Kapoor, the film's chief executive, The ChavanPrasha, has finally released a peppy number from the film, and it certainly excites you. The song brings together the two Kapoor brothers, Arjuna and Harshvardhan, to shake the leg to the song. Handsome hunk Arjun Kapoor took to his social media account to share a video of him
dancing on this peppy number as a boss. In the caption, Arjun proudly claims: 'Better than any other chumma! Chumme Mein #Chavanprash out now. Better than any other chumma! Chumme Mein #Chavanprash now : @HarshKapoor_ @FuhSePhantom @RelianceEnt #VikasBahl @MadhuMantena @anuragkashyap72 @ItsAmitTrivedi @ErosNow @aslidivyakumar - @Ishikamohan pic.twitter.com/nanjaSV5Z0- arjunk26 (@arjunk26) May 14, 2018 Lead actor Harshvardhan Kapoor also shared the song on
his Twitter account, saying: Vitamin jaisa har andaz hai, Tere chumme mein Chavanprash hai... exclusively on @ErosNow! You can see the player in an intense fight throughout the video. Vitamin jaisa har andaz hai, Tere chumme mein Chavanprash hai... Just on @ErosNow! Watch the song here - arjunk26 @RelianceEnt @FuhSePhantom @anuragkashyap72; Harsh Varrdhan Kapoor (@HarshKapoor_) May 14, 2018 Penned by Amit Trivedi, the song is a peppy dance number with some really primitive lyrics.
Together with the Dapper Kapoor brothers, he plays a song by sisters Dandekar, Anusha and Shibani, who also dance to rhythms. Producers Eros International, Reliance Entertainment, Vikas Bahl, Madhu Mantena & Anurag Kashyap are expected to release the film on May 25. Apparently, she'll face John Abraham and Diana Penty starer 'Parman: The Story Of Pokhran' A new song from the upcoming Harshvardhan Kapoor film Bhavesh The Superhero is out there, with the actor's cousin Arjun Kapoor. The
song, titled Chyavanprash, is a promotional number that won't find a place in the film. Harshvardhan wrote about the song on Monday. He wrote: 'Vitamin jaisa har andaz hai, Tere chumme mein Chavanprash hai... exclusively on @ErosNow! The peppy dance number is crooned Divya Kumar, Pragati Joshi and Arohi Mhatre. The song also shows her sister's duo Anusha and Shibani Dandekar matching the quirky lyrics. The song was shot on sets reminiscent of the Underground Freestyle Fight Arena.
Harshvardhan is seen in the background in search of something. Chyavanprash has a parallel cutting between Arjuna Kapoor's 2016 and free style, which struggles with a fist inside the ring. The dimly lit set features Arjun Kapoor replicating popular dance moves from 90s Bollywood films, with girls dancing around him. She sported shiny jackets and gelled hair. In short, the songs add all the Bollywood bling. Bhavesh Joshi Superhero marks Harshvardhan's second exit on the silver screen, where he turns into a
social crusader in his fight against corruption. He made his Bollywood debut with Mirzya.Directed by Vikramaditya Motwane, Bhavesh Joshi Superhero is a vigilante drama that revolved around a young man after revenge and the discovery that he was destined for much bigger things. Harshvardhan was under intense training and learned to dive for some action scenes in Bhavesh Joshi Superhero. I learned the basics of diving for an underwater sequence in Bhavesh Joshi. It was quite stressful because we didn't
have much time, so I did what I could in the the the the the two we had, Harsvardhan said in a statement. The film is set to hit theaters on May 25. Home Albums Bhavesh Joshi Superhero Chavanprash© 2020 Saavn Media Pvt Ltd. Written by Shivangi Jalan | New Delhi | Updated: May 14, 2018 4:16:28 pm Bhavesh Joshi Superhero hits theaters on May 25. Chavanprash, a hard-awaiting song by bhavesh Joshi Superhero, has just dropped on the internet and has Harshvardhan Kapoor along with cousin Arjun
Kapoor. The peppy number was written by Amitabh Bhattacharya, Kumar, compiled by Amit Trivedi. In the visual displays, Arjun Kapoor, who is rolling around with Anuša and Shibani Dandekar in the sun-d locations. In between, we also have footage of Harshvardhan fighting random chicks in the boxing ring. Hleazy 'item number' in every sense of the word, the song's lyrics are equally pointless. Tere chumme me Chavanprash hai. While the song and lyrics can still be transmitted to add commercial value to the
film, what really sucks is the picturation of the song. Arjun Kapoor and Anusha Dandekar in still out of song. There are several questionable shots of Arjun shimmying amid the Ossoman-besieged beauty, but there is too much top at some points. Here comes the scene where between the mouths of Meri tandoorasti ka yahi raaz hai (This is the reason for my good health), Arjun actually lifts Anusha's body like a dumble with his hands. Another shot ensued, where Shibani sits on Arjun's shoulder, while the other
women massage him comfortably. While Arjun is dressed in top-to-toe dresses, Shibani and Anusha are dressed in shimmery silver and gold dresses. The dubious vibe of the song is somewhat even reminiscent of Anusha's previous song I Hate You Like I Love You and Dev-D's Emotional Atyachar. Arjun Kapoor and Shibani Dandekar in still out of song. Even Pragati Joshi and Arohi Mhatre, along with Divya, have been lending their song voices. Under the helm of Vikramaditye Motwane is a Bhavesh Joshi
Superhero bankrolled by the Phantom Films banner. And according to the sound albums presented in Motwane's previous directorial works (Udaan, Lootera and Trapped), The First Bhavesha Joshi Superhero song certainly didn't keep up with the standard. Speaking about the concept of the song, Arjun previously told IANS: 'It's Fight Club meets Blade Runner Runner Meets Madmax meets Chikni Chameli. It's just crazy. It's a real male element song after years and I hate using the word element but it's a real
element. The setting is an item. Better than any other chumma! Chumme Mein #Chavanprash out now : @HarshKapoor_ @FuhSePhantom @RelianceEnt #VikasBahl @MadhuMantena @anuragkashyap72 @ItsAmitTrivedi @ErosNow @aslidivyakumar
- @Ishikamohan pic.twitter.com/nanjaSV5Z0 — Arjun Kapoor (@arjunk26) May 14, 2018 While the video was only shot for promotional purposes, it is still not known how the song will be on display in the film. Bhavesh Joshi Superhero is the story of an
ordinary man who turns into a masked vigilante and drags on to end the crimes in the city. The film will hit screens on May 25. I'm hoping for better music from Bhavesha Joshi to the superhero in the future.
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